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    1.    Medley:  [9:25]  2.    Someday My Prince Will Come (Churchill)  3.    One Note Samba
(Jobim)  4.    In The Sentimental Mood (Ellington)  [8:16]  5.    Gnom (Pawlik)  [12:06]  6.   
Blues Medley (Parker)  [8:39]  7.    Baden-Baden Waltz  (Pawlik)  [6:22]  8.    I Mean You
(Monk)  [9:06]        Włodek Pawlik - piano      Zbigniew Wegehaupt - bass      Cezary Konrad –
drums    

 

  

The CD contains fragments of Włodek Pawlik Trio's concerts recorded in 1999 at two jazz clubs
in Kyiv : "Dynamo-Lux" and "Buddy Guy". The material comprises four jazz standards and two
leader's originals.

  

"Wednesday night regulars at Dynamo Lux were given a special treat this week, as the Polish
Cultural Centre had invited Poland's most popular jazz trio to give two performances in Ukraine.
Piano, drums and bass made the atmosphere very romantic and slightly sad. The tunes inspired
some guests to take to the dance floor, where they danced in an unusual style, mixing oriental
and medieval elements: ' It's one of the best jazz concerts I've ever heard in Ukraine, enthused
Alex Stasko, one of Kyiv's most devoted jazz fans, "I think that the Polish musical school is one
of the most promising in Eastern Europe." The trio gave a second very successful performance
at the Buddy Guy club as well. The Polish jazzmen have helped to change the commonly held
belief in Ukraine that jazz is a black style of music and that the only place to listen to the real
thing is New Orleans. Nowadays appreciation of jazz is becoming an indicator of good taste and
many Kyiv venues are trying to attract more jazz bands. Polish Trio certainly set a great
example of the sound of quality jazz." ---Marina Suponina, wlodekpawlik.com
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